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For nearly a thousand years, the texts of the Hebrew Bible were transmitted both in writing, as
consonantal texts lacking much of the information about their pronunciation, and orally, as an
accompanying reading tradition which supplied this information. During this period of oral transmission, sound changes affected the reading tradition. This paper identifies a number of sound
changes that took place in the reading tradition by comparing their effects on Biblical Hebrew to
those on Biblical Aramaic, the related but distinct language of a small part of the biblical corpus.
Sound changes that affect both languages equally probably took place in the reading tradition,
while those that are limited to one language probably preceded this shared oral transmission.
Drawing this distinction allows us to reconstruct the pronunciation of Biblical Aramaic as it was
fixed in the reading tradition, highlighting several morphological discrepancies between the dialect
underlying it and that of the consonantal texts.

1. INTRODUCTION
The Biblical Aramaic corpus as it has reached us, like the rest of the Hebrew Bible, is a hybrid.1 The
texts were originally composed in the second half of the first millennium bce (Gzella 2011: 583).
Due to the largely consonantal nature of the script, however, much of the phonetic information
needed to actually pronounce even a single word was missing from these texts. Readers either
had to supply this missing information based on their knowledge of the language – as modernday readers of (unvocalized) Hebrew or Arabic do without too much trouble – or had to rely on
an orally transmitted reading tradition, which allowed them to memorize the pronunciation of
each verse and in that way compensate for the orthography’s deficiencies. Only from the sixth
century ce onwards, and culminating in the tenth century, were orthographic means devised to

1 This paper was written as a part of the project “The origins of the Biblical Aramaic reading tradition”, generously
supported by Stichting Studiecentrum voor Judaïca en Hebraïca Dr L. Fuks. I am grateful to Marijn van Putten
for his insightful comments on an earlier draft, to the two anonymous reviewers of this paper, and to the audience of a talk I gave on this topic at the session of the Groupe Linguistique d’Études Chamito-Sémitiques (Paris,
21 Nov. 2018) for their thoughts. All remaining errors are my own. I also thank Krzysztof Baranowski for pointing
me towards the highly relevant article by Fox (2017).
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mark ever more detailed features of the pronunciation as it was known to the Masoretes, the
expert readers responsible for this vocalization (Khan 2013a: 1–4).
Even after most of the features of the reading tradition became fixed in writing, the pronunciation of the text continued to evolve. One may compare the many different variations found, for
instance, in the Ashkenazi pronunciations of Eastern and Central Europe, where, for example,
the vowel indicated by ḥolɛm was pronounced either as [oː] or [ɔu] (Southern Germany),
[au] (the Netherlands and Northern Germany), [oi] (Poland, Galicia, Central Europe), or [ei]
(Lithuania).2 It stands to reason, then, that the pronunciation of the biblical texts must also have
undergone many changes during the period before the vocalization was introduced, and perhaps
all the more so (see Sáenz-Badillos 1993: 78). This is confirmed by Greek and Latin transcriptions predating the invention of the vocalization (see Suchard forthcoming).
An interesting feature of Biblical Aramaic is that it is vocalized using the same system as
Biblical Hebrew, even though it is a different language. Apparently, the Masoretes pronounced
Biblical Aramaic with the same surface-level vowels and consonants as Biblical Hebrew
(although these sometimes occur in positions where they cannot in the latter language). In fact,
depending on the analysis applied to Tiberian Biblical Hebrew, Tiberian Biblical Aramaic can
even be described as having the same phonology (see § 2.1 below). This may be explained by
the long period of time in which the Biblical Aramaic texts were passed on as part of the greater
biblical corpus, of which roughly 99 percent is Hebrew. Even if the earliest readers, fluent
in both Hebrew and Aramaic, made an effort to pronounce the Aramaic passages differently
from the majority of Hebrew passages, it is easy to imagine how later on, one and the same
system of pronunciation came to be applied to the entire Hebrew Bible (see Bauer & Leander
1927: § 2c), much like, for instance, Western school pronunciations of Greek are often strongly
influenced by the pronunciation of Latin, which itself tends to be heavily influenced by the
local vernacular (see Allen 1987: 140–161). Accordingly, sound changes that affected one of
the biblical languages in this period should also be visible in the other, as they took place in the
shared, Biblical Hebrew-Aramaic reading tradition.
We must note that for the latest period, it is inaccurate to speak of one biblical reading tradition: the differences between the Tiberian, Palestinian, and Babylonian vocalization systems
of the Hebrew Bible are not just orthographic, but also reflect different traditional pronunciations of the texts (Sáenz-Badillos 1993: 86–111). Yet another tradition is reflected in the earlier
Greek transcriptions found in the Second Column of the Hexapla, dating to the third century ce
at least (see Brønno 1943; Janssens 1982; Kantor 2017). The linguistic differences between
these reading traditions are small enough, however, that they can be derived from a common
ancestor without too much trouble. These reading traditions are all associated with Rabbinic
Judaism and show a much closer resemblance to each other than any of them do to the Hebrew
reflected in non-Jewish or pre-Rabbinic sources (like the Samaritan Pentateuch or the Hebrew
transcriptions found in the Septuagint). The term “the reading tradition” as used in this article,
then, refers to the period of transmission from the codification of this unified Rabbinic Jewish
pronunciation, probably to be dated around the beginning of the Common Era, up to the attestation of the various pronunciations in writing. As the complete vocalized text of the Hebrew
2 See Glinert 2013. While these pronunciations do not directly derive from the Tiberian pronunciation as reflected in the Tiberian Masoretic Text, the point remains that even after an authoritative vocalization of the text
was accepted, the phonetics of the pronunciation could still change (assuming this variation only originated after
the adoption of the Tiberian vocalization by Ashkenazic Jewry in the 14th century; see Eldar 2013).
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Bible has only reached us in its Tiberian Masoretic form, this is the version of the text this paper
will take as its point of departure.3
By comparing the presence or absence of individual sound changes in Tiberian Biblical
Hebrew and Tiberian Biblical Aramaic, we have a way of establishing whether they took place
in the reading tradition, that is, during the period of time in which the pronunciation of the
biblical corpus as a whole was transmitted orally. If a sound change operates the same way in
Biblical Hebrew and in Biblical Aramaic, it probably took place in the shared reading tradition.
If it is limited to one of these languages only, however, it probably took place at an earlier time,
either in the living languages or, if reading traditions for separate parts of the biblical corpus
already existed before a unified reading tradition came into being, in these separate traditions.
This gives us a falsifiable prediction: if the scenario of the transmission of the biblical texts
sketched above is correct, sound changes that occur in both languages should postdate those
that are limited to one language when incorporated into a relative chronology. It also gives us a
way to more accurately reconstruct the forms of Hebrew and Aramaic that formed the basis of
the reading tradition. If we subtract all the sound changes that affected both parts of the corpus
during their shared transmission, what is left should be very close to the pronunciation of
Biblical Hebrew and Biblical Aramaic that was used before the first sound changes took place
in the reading tradition, that is, the form in which the reading tradition was codified.4
We will examine a number of sound changes that can aid in this endeavour. Section 2
discusses sound changes that appear to have affected Biblical Hebrew and Biblical Aramaic
equally (excluding the extremely early changes that should be traced back to Proto-NorthwestSemitic, for obvious reasons). In Section 3, we will see a number of sound changes that we
might expect to have affected both languages, but which are instead limited to just one of
them. Section 4 summarizes these results, concluding that the relative chronology of the sound
changes is compatible with the late date of those assigned to the reading tradition, and illustrates the reconstruction of the earliest pronunciation of Biblical Aramaic. Intriguingly, this
pronunciation is incompatible with the consonantal orthography of the texts, raising questions
about how the reading tradition came to be fixed in the first place.

3 Considering the Babylonian tradition, Morag (1964: 120) notes that “the Bab. Mss. show a number of nonTiberian peculiarities that are common to the Bab. traditions of both Hebrew and Aramaic”, listing ten features.
These features all reflect Babylonian sound changes or the absence of Tiberian sound changes that can be shown
to postdate the stage of the reading tradition reconstructed in this article, which is consistent with the scenario
where these sound changes took place during the transmission of the reading tradition. Two features that Morag
notes as affecting Babylonian Biblical Aramaic but not Babylonian Biblical Hebrew are the outcome of the short
stressed *i (consistently e in Babylonian Biblical Aramaic) and the contraction of the word-internal diphthong
*ay in some manuscripts. These are both sounds that show differential treatment in Tiberian Biblical Aramaic
and Tiberian Biblical Hebrew, too (see § 3.1–3.2), supporting the suggestion that they underwent different sound
changes in Hebrew and Aramaic before the creation of a unified biblical reading tradition. Thus, the Babylonian
evidence is consistent with the conclusions drawn from the Tiberian evidence in the main text of this paper.
4 Alternatively, changes that operate the same way in both languages may reflect phonological rules that were
synchronically active in one of the two languages at the time the reading tradition was fixed. Afterwards, these
could have been applied to the other language. Thus, if the spirantization of non-emphatic plosives (bgdkpt) was
a synchronic rule of the dialect underlying Biblical Aramaic, it could simply have been applied to the reading
tradition of the Hebrew part of the corpus, even if the diachronic change that caused the spirantization was much
older. In this case, reverting the texts to a pre-spirantization form would not bring us closer to the phonetic reality
of the first readers, although it would reveal the underlying phonemes as being plosives at that point in time: if
spirantization was synchronically active, then it was not yet phonemic, by definition.
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2. SHARED DEVELOPMENTS BETWEEN BIBLICAL HEBREW AND BIBLICAL
ARAMAIC
2.1 Phonetic changes
Opinions are divided on how the synchronic phonology of Tiberian Biblical Hebrew should be
analysed. Following analyses that stick close to the surface forms, like those by Geoffrey Khan
(2013b; 2013c) and myself (Suchard 2018), Tiberian Biblical Hebrew and Tiberian Biblical Aramaic
have the same phonology: they share the same phonemes, and the same phonological rules convert
underlying representations to surface forms. Note that the effects of these rules are not marked in the
vocalization (or otherwise in the Masoretic Text), but are known to us from contemporary and nearly
contemporary grammatical descriptions and transcriptions in Arabic script. In this analysis, then,
the Tiberian vocalization only marks phonemic contrasts, which sits well with the fact that speakers
are typically unaware of the allophony they produce and the phonological rules they employ. Since
phonological rules largely originate as sound changes, it is no surprise that the late sound changes
that yielded these rules can also be posited for both Biblical Hebrew and Biblical Aramaic. These
include (see Khan 1996; 2013a: 85–107; examples are given below):5
a) the lengthening of every accented vowel;
b) the change of *w to [v] when not adjacent to an u vowel;
c) the partial shortening of long vowels in open syllables immediately preceding the stress;
d) the change of *r to [rˤ] when adjacent to or in the same underlying syllable as a
preceding coronal (excluding š) or following l or n, and to [ʀ] elsewhere;
e) and the assimilation of *ə to the quality of the next vowel when a guttural intervenes,
assimilation to i before y, and change to [a] elsewhere.
Examples:
form

pronunciation

earlier form

meaning

language

a. lengthening of accented vowels
עַ ד

[ˈʕaːð]

< *ʕád̠

‘until’

both

וְ כֹל

[vaˈχoːl]

< *vak̠ ól

‘and all (construct)’

both

ִּתנְ ֵּתן

[tʰinˈtʰeːn]

< *tintén

‘you (m.sg.) will give’

Aramaic

ִּת ֵּתן

[tʰitˈtʰeːn]

< *tittén

‘you (m.sg.) will give’

Hebrew

b. *w > [v] when not adjacent to [u]
וְ ָא ַמר

[vɔʔɔˑˈmaːʀ]

< *wɔʔɔ̄máʀ

‘and says (m.sg.)’

Aramaic

וְ ָא ַמר

[vɔʔɔˑˈmaːʀ]

< *wɔʔɔ̄máʀ

‘and he will say’

Hebrew

[haˈvɔː]

< *hawɔ̄́

‘he was’

Aramaic

[vaʔanˈveːhuː]

< *waʔanwḗhū

‘and I will praise him’

Hebrew

[naħavˈveː]

< *naḥawwḗ

‘we will tell’

Aramaic

ֲהוָ א
וְ ַאנְ וֵ הּו
נְ ַחּוֵ א

[davˈvɔːj]

< *dawwɔ̄́y

‘faint’

Hebrew

וְ הּוא

[wuˈhuː]

< *wuhū́

‘and he’

both

לְ ֻפּוָ ה

[lafuwˈwɔː]

< *lap̄ uwwɔ̄́

‘to Pua’

Hebrew

ַּדּוָ י

5 Phonetic surface forms in the Tiberian pronunciation are given in the International Phonetic Alphabet and
surrounded by [square brackets]. For some divergences from the transcription used by Khan, see Suchard 2018.
Reconstructed forms are given in a more traditional Semitist transcription.
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form

pronunciation

earlier form

meaning

language

c. pretonic shortening of long vowels
וְ ָא ַמר

[vɔʔɔˑˈmaːʀ]

< *wɔʔɔ̄máʀ

‘and says (m.sg.)’

Aramaic

וְ ָא ַמר

[vɔʔɔˑˈmaːʀ]

< *wɔʔɔ̄máʀ

‘and he will say’

Hebrew

ְּד ִחילָ ה

[diħiˑˈlɔː]

< *diḥīlɔ̄́

‘frightening (f.sg.)’

Aramaic

יׁשן
ַ ִא

[ʔiˑˈʃaːn]

< *ʔīšán

‘I will sleep’

Hebrew

[lohoːðɔːʕuˑˈθɔːχ]

< *lohōd̠ɔ̄ʕūt̠ ɔ̄́k̠

‘in order to let you know’

Aramaic

[huˑˈqaːm]

< *hūqám

‘it was erected’

Hebrew

עּותְך
ָ הֹוד
ָ ְל
הּוקם
ַ

d. backing of *r
[navuːχaðnɛsˤˈsˤaːrˤ]

< *nab̠ ūk̠ad̠ nɛṣṣár

‘Nebuchadnezzar’

both

ַׁש ְד ַרְך

[ʃaðˈrˤaːχ]

< *šad̠ rák̠

‘Shadrach’

both

ָד ְא ִרין
)(ק דירין
ׄ

[ðɔːjˈrˤiːn]

< *d̠ ɔ̄yrī́ n

‘dwell (m.pl.)’

Aramaic

[ˈgoːrˤɛn]

< *gṓrɛn

‘threshing floor’

Hebrew

רּושלֶ ם
ְ ְי

[jaʀuːʃˈlɛːm]

< *yarūšlɛ́m

‘Jerusalem’

Aramaic

ִרּוש ַלם
ָ ְי

[jaʀuːʃɔˑˈlaːjim]

< *yarūšɔ̄láyim

‘Jerusalem’

Hebrew

נְ ֻבכַ ְדנֶ צַ ר

ּג ֶֹרן

e. schwa colouring
וְ הּוא

[wuˈhuː]

< *wəhū́

‘and he’

both

וְ ָא ַמר

[vɔʔɔˑˈmaːʀ]

< *wəʔɔ̄már

‘and says (m.sg.)’

Aramaic

וְ ָא ַמר

[vɔʔɔˑˈmaːʀ]

< *wəʔɔ̄már

‘and he will say’

Hebrew

ְּב ֵחיל

[beˈħeːl]

< *bəḥḗl

‘with the army (construct)’

Aramaic

לְ ֵחיל

[leˈħeːl]

< *ləḥḗl

‘to the army (construct)’

Hebrew

ְּביַ ד

[biˈjaːð]

< *bəyáḏ

‘in the hand (construct)’

both

ְק ָרב

[qaˈʀɔːv]

< *qərɔ̄́b̠

‘battle’

both

[navuːχaðnɛsˤˈsˤaːrˤ]

< *nəb̠ūk̠ad̠ nɛṣṣár

‘Nebuchadnezzar’

both

ּכְ ַתב

[kʰaˈθaːv]

< *kət̠ áb̠

‘he wrote’

Aramaic

ּכְ תֹב

[kʰaˈθoːv]

< *kət̠ ób̠

‘write (m.sg.)’

Hebrew

נְ ֻבכַ ְדנֶ צַ ר

2.2 Rounding and raising of *ā
A change that might be seen as purely phonetic is that of long *ā to *ɔ̄, as in [ וְ ָא ַמרvɔʔɔˑˈmaːʀ]
< *wəʔāmár ‘and says (m.sg.)’ (Aramaic)/‘and he will say’ (Hebrew), ˈ[ ָקמּוqɔːmuː] < *qā́ mū
‘they (Aramaic: m.) stood up’. Since this change was unconditioned and thus affected all
instances of *ā, I prefer to identify the resulting phoneme as /ɔ̄/, in which case we should say
that the change had effects at the phonemic level.
2.3 Segolization
The outcome of word-final consonant clusters in Biblical Aramaic, including those in the
so-called segolate noun patterns (*qaṭl-, *qiṭl-, *quṭl-), is problematic. As in Hebrew, an epenthetic vowel is normally inserted. However, the position of the stress is unpredictable. We find
both forms with penultimate stress, resembling those found in Hebrew, and forms with ultimate
stress and reduction of the historically stressed vowel, the normal pattern in other (especially
non-Jewish) dialects of Aramaic. Thus, forms like *málk > ‘ ֶ֫מ ֶלְךking’ (henceforth ‘Hebrew’
forms; Bauer & Leander 1927: § 12n–u) and forms like *kásp > ‘ ּכְ ַסףsilver’ (henceforth
‘Aramaic’ forms; Bauer & Leander 1927: § 12w–d′) occur side by side. The same dichotomy
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occurs in other Jewish Aramaic dialects, such as that of Targum Onqelos. The outcome with the
stress on the epenthetic vowel is regular in other dialects, like Syriac (e.g. *málk > mleḵ ‘king’,
*gúšm > gšum ‘body’; Brockelmann 1968: § 67).
No phonetic conditioning completely predicts the outcome of these clusters in Biblical
Aramaic. More general approaches like considering the nature of the final or penultimate consonant, such as whether it is a plosive or a resonant, do not result in any significant findings either.
Nor is there a significant correlation (statistically speaking) between ‘Hebrew’ segolization in
Biblical Aramaic and Targum Onqelos: while some forms are shared by both dialects, enough
forms show different reflexes that the correspondences may be due to coincidence. These facts
indicate that some process other than sound change is at play. Muraoka (1976) suggests that
the ‘Aramaic’ forms are genuine, while the ‘Hebrew’ forms were borrowed from the Biblical
Hebrew part of the corpus. This would explain why the ‘Hebrew’ forms are limited to Jewish
dialects of Aramaic. A problem for this account is the occurrence of ‘Hebrew’ forms which do
not actually exist in Hebrew, such as ‘ ֵ֫ח ֶלםdream’ (contrast with Biblical Hebrew ‘ ֲחלֹוםidem’).
But it seems possible that the original shape of these nouns was either analogically restored
(yielding *ḥelm, which later developed to  ֵ֫ח ֶלםduring the ‘Hebrew’ segolization discussed
below), perhaps based on suffixed and emphatic forms like ‘ ֶחלְ ָמאthe dream’, or influenced by
the common Hebrew segolate noun patterns, even though no exact parallel occurred in Hebrew.
The ‘Aramaic’ segolization would then have antedated the reading tradition, while some forms
restored the word-final cluster and would later go on to participate in the ‘Hebrew’ segolization; these are then two separate developments, with ‘Hebrew’ segolization only occurring
centuries after ‘Aramaic’ segolization.
The details of the development of ‘Hebrew’ segolates in Biblical Aramaic are identical to the
actual Hebrew forms (Bauer & Leander 1927: § 12n–u): the epenthetic vowel is a after gutturals
(as in * < ַ֫ט ַעםṭáʕm ‘command’; Ezra 6:14, 7:23), i after y (as in * < ַ ֫קיִ טqáyṭ ‘summer’; Dan. 2:35),
and ɛ elsewhere, with subsequent assimilation of *áCɛ > *ɛ́Cɛ (as in * < ֶ ֫ק ֶרןqárɛn < *qárn ‘horn’;
Dan. 7:8). This shows that Biblical Aramaic forms that had preserved or restored their word-final
consonant cluster participated in the same set of epenthetic changes as Biblical Hebrew. The late
date of this ‘Hebrew’ segolization is confirmed by its absence in the third-century ce Hebrew text
in Greek transcription found in the Second Column of the Hexapla (Brønno 1943).6
2.4 The vowelling of proclitic particles
Like Biblical Hebrew, Biblical Aramaic has a number of proclitic particles: prepositions and
other function words consisting of only one consonant which form an orthographic and phonological unit with the following word. The default form of these words is -‘ ְּבin’, - ְ‘ לto’, - ְ‘ ּכlike,
as’, and - ְ‘ וand’. The vowel of these particles varies depending on the shape of their host.
This variation follows a set of rules that are identical in Biblical Hebrew and Biblical Aramaic
(Bauer & Leander 1927: § 69b–g, l–q, 70b–j; once again, examples follow):

6 Hebrew names transcribed in the Septuagint do already show the presence of an epenthetic vowel in segolates
(see Lisowsky 1940): for example, αβελ (Tiberian )ה ֶבל
ֶ < *habl; εδεμ (Tiberian )ע ֶדן
ֵ < *ʕedn; μολοχ (in Amos
5:26, where the Masoretic Text reads differently; but cf. Tiberian  מֹלֶ ְךin Lev. 18:21) < *molk. But the transcriptions of many names show remarkable differences compared to their Tiberian forms (Staples 1927: 8). As the
tradition familiar to the translators of the Septuagint is thus not a direct precursor of the reading tradition known
to the Masoretes, it is unproblematic if it underwent segolization at an earlier point in time.
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a) If the following word starts with a consonant cluster (i.e. the first consonant carries
a šwå), the forms are -ּב,ִ - ִל, - ִּכ, and -) ּו- ִ וbefore - ְי, which then becomes silent, as in
ִירּוש ַלם
ָ
ִו, ‘and Jerusalem’ (Hebrew); syllable-final y is also lost after i of the other
proclitics).
b) If the following consonant carries a ḥåṭep̄ (i.e. reduced, phonemically short) vowel, the
proclitic prepositions and the conjunction ‘and’ have a full vowel with the same quality.
In Biblical Hebrew, this is only attested before gutturals, since ḥåṭep̄ vowels only very
rarely occur after other consonants. In Biblical Aramaic, these reduced vowels are more
common, and the frequent Biblical Aramaic form ‘ לָ ֳק ֵבלbefore’ strongly suggests that
the nature of the consonant was irrelevant, and it is the presence of the ḥåṭep̄ vowel that
conditions the full vowel in the proclitic. In both languages, we find - ּוbefore a sibilant
with ḥåṭep̄ pat̠ aḥ, as in ּוש ֵבה
ֲ ‘and take captive (m.sg.)’ (Judg. 5:12, Hebrew) and ֲּוסגַ ר
‘and he locked’ (Dan. 6:23, Aramaic).
c) ‘And’ before bilabial consonants is -ּו.7
Examples:
form without proclitic

form with proclitic

meaning

language

a. proclitics before consonant clusters
ְש ָאר

ִּב ְש ָאר

‘(with) the rest (construct)’

Aramaic

ְּב ָרכָ ה

לִ ְב ָרכָ ה

‘(to) a blessing’

Hebrew

ְש ָאר

ּוש ָאר
ְ

‘(and) the rest (construct)’

Aramaic

‘(and) great (f.sg.)’

Hebrew

ּגְ ֹדולָ ה

ּוגְ ֹדולָ ה

רּושלֶ ם
ְ ְי

ירּושלֶ ם
ְ ִּב

‘(in) Jerusalem’

Aramaic

ִרּוש ַלם
ָ ְי

ִירּוש ַלם
ָ ִּב

‘(in) Jerusalem’

Hebrew

וַ ֲאנָ ה

‘(and) I’

Aramaic

ֲאנִ י

וַ ֲאנִ י

‘(and) I’

Hebrew

ֱאלָ ּה

לֶ ֱאלָ ּה

‘(to) the god (construct)’

Aramaic

ֱאֹדום

ֶּב ֱאֹדום

‘(in) Edom’

Hebrew

‘(and) the house (construct)’

both

‘(and) a mouth’

Aramaic

‘(and) a mouth’

Hebrew

b. corresponding full vowel before ḥåṭep̄ vowels
ֲאנָ ה

c. u- before bilabial consonants
ֵּבית

ֵּובית

ֻּפם

ֻּופם

ֶּפה

ֶּופה

7

Thus, we see a shared and often arbitrary conditioning of these rules in both Tiberian Biblical
Hebrew and Tiberian Biblical Aramaic – arbitrary, because other, phonetically equally
understandable systems for the realization of these proclitics occur elsewhere, such as in the
Babylonian tradition of Biblical Hebrew and Aramaic (where w- before consonant clusters
yields wi-; Morag 1964: 120) or in Syriac (where the epenthetic vowel is consistently a;
Brockelmann 1968: § 165–166). This makes it quite likely that the Tiberian rules, which apply
to both languages, result from the same set of developments rather than parallel development.

7 The Leningrad Codex exceptionally has  וְ ֻפםin Dan. 7:20; according to the apparatus of Biblia Hebraica
Stuttgartensia, many manuscripts read the normal  ֻּופםhere.
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2.5 bgdkpt spirantization
After vowels, including the diphthong *ay, the unemphatic plosives were lenited to fricatives
(Bauer & Leander 1927: § 11). This development affected the entire Aramaic speech area, but
the exact conditioning may vary per dialect. Syriac, for instance, preserves plosives after ay
(Nöldeke 1966: § 23): contrast Syriac baytā ‘house’ with Biblical Aramaic ‘ ַּביְ ָתאthe house’,
Biblical Hebrew ‘ ַּ֫ביְ ָתהto the house (construct)’. That Biblical Hebrew and Biblical Aramaic
show the same conditioning suggests that this is a shared development in the reading tradition.
2.6 Gemination of *y after i vowels
In Biblical Hebrew, the reflex of word-internal *īyV is always iyyV, with gemination of the *y,
as in *naqīyīm > ‘ נְ ִקּיִ םinnocent (m.pl.)’, *mōʔabīyā > מֹוא ִבּיָ ה
ֲ ‘Moabite (f.sg.)’; it is plausible on
morphological grounds that the gemination is secondary in these forms.8 In Biblical Aramaic,
we find the same gemination: *nabīyā > ( נְ ִבּיָ אהqre ‘ )נביאthe prophet’ (Ezra 6:14). But here,
it also occurs after a historically short *i in *ʔitkariyat > ‘ ֶא ְתּכְ ִרּיַ תit was troubled’ (Dan. 7:15);
that the vowel preceding *y here was short *i can be seen from strong tG-stem forms like
( יִ ְתיְ ִהבDan. 4:13) ‘it will be given’ and ( ִמ ְתיְ ֵהבEzra 6:9) ‘given (m.sg.)’, where the interchange
between i and e reflects short *i (see § 3.1 below). Thus, it appears that the length of the i vowel
was insubstantial: *ī̆yV > *ī̆yyV > iyyV. Not many instances of *iyV with short *i are found in
Hebrew, since these so-called triphthongs were contracted at an earlier date (Suchard 2016a;
2016b), but in isolated forms where the *iyV sequence was restored (or borrowed from another
dialect), we also find this gemination, as in *hōmiyā > ‘ ה ִֹמּיָ הnoisy (f.sg.)’ (Prov. 7:11, 9:13;
Isa. 22:2) and *ṣōpiyā > צֹופּיָ ה
ִ ‘inspecting (f.sg.)’ (Prov. 31:27).
2.7 Vowel reduction
The gemination of *y after i vowels (§ 2.6) is obviously conditioned by the quality of the
preceding vowel.9 The short *i vowels found in these Biblical Aramaic and occasional Biblical
Hebrew forms stood in unstressed, open syllables. At a certain point, short vowels in this position were reduced to *ə (and later frequently deleted) in both languages. Since only *i conditioned gemination of a following *y, the gemination must have taken place before the reduction
of short *i in open, unstressed syllables to *ə; otherwise, the reflexes of all short vowels in this
position should have behaved the same and the gemination of *y could not have taken place in
the way it did.
If the gemination of *y was a shared development that took place in the reading tradition,
as its identical conditioning in Biblical Hebrew and Biblical Aramaic suggests, the subsequent
reduction of unstressed short vowels in open syllables must also be. The shared rules for the
vocalization of proclitic particles (§ 2.4), too, are most easily understood as having arisen
during the process of vowel reduction. Thus, it appears that qualitatively distinct short vowels
in open, unstressed syllables were still preserved in the earliest stages of the reading tradition.

8 For these examples, we may argue that *naqīy- belongs to the common *qaṭīl- adjective pattern (*qaṭill- not being an attested Hebrew adjective pattern), while *mōʔabīy- contains the gentilic suffix, which should probably be
reconstructed as *-īy- in order to more easily connect it with the variant form *-āy- reflected, for instance, in Aramaic.
9 Contrast with forms like Hebrew *gɛdayīm (>*gɛdāyīm) > ‘ גְ ָדיִ יםkids’ (1 Sam. 10:3), not ** גְ ַדּיִ יםor **גְ ָדּיִ ים, or
*ʕaśūyīm > ‘ ֲעׂשּויִ םdone, made (m.pl.)’ (Ps. 111:8; Ezek. 41:20,25), not ** ֲעׂשּויִ ם.
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As I hope to argue elsewhere, unstressed *u (> *o) in open, word-initial syllables was
normally preserved in both languages, surfacing in vocalization as ḥåṭēp̄ qåmɛṣ, as in Hebrew
*qodāšīm > ‘ ֳק ָד ִׁשיםholies’ and Aramaic *qudām > ‘ ֳק ָדםbefore’. This shared exception confirms
that vowel reduction occurred simultaneously in Biblical Hebrew and Biblical Aramaic.
2.8 Unstressed *i, *u often > ɛ, ɔ
In closed syllables, unstressed short vowels were preserved. Proto-Semitic short *i and *u (and
the vowels that merged with them) often show up as i and u, respectively, in both Biblical Hebrew
and Biblical Aramaic, but are also often reflected by ɛ (sḡol) and ɔ (qåmɛṣ ḥåṭup̄ ), respectively.
While ɛ usually occurs near gutturals and sometimes near nasals, ɔ is the more common reflex
of *u, with u mainly occurring before geminates. The distribution is not completely phonetically conditioned, however. In Hebrew, these vowels probably go back to precursors with an
intermediate quality, *e and *o (Suchard 2016a; 2017), but as will be argued in the next section,
this may not originally be the case for Biblical Aramaic.
3. DISCREPANCIES BETWEEN BIBLICAL HEBREW AND BIBLICAL ARAMAIC
3.1 Reflexes of stressed *i, *u
In Hebrew, stressed vowels were often lengthened (even far before the phonetic lengthening
discussed in § 2.1). When historically short *i and *u remained short in stressed syllables, as
reflected, for instance, by their spelling with ε (not **η) and ο (not **ω) in the Hexapla (see
Kantor 2017: 251–273), they virtually always yield Biblical Hebrew e and o, as in *kabíd > ּכָ ֵבד
‘it was heavy’, *qaṭún > ‘ ָקטֹןit was small’. In Suchard (2016a; 2017), I argue that this confirms
the early shift of Proto-Semitic *i and *u to pre-Hebrew *e and *o reflected by a number of
other sound changes.10
In Biblical Aramaic, the reflexes of stressed *i and *u as e and o are not infrequent, as in
*hawθíb > הֹותב
ֵ ‘he settled’ (Ezra 4:10), *gúddū > ‘ ּ֫ג ֹּדּוcut down (m.pl.)’ (Dan. 4:11). Unlike
in Hebrew, however, we also find stressed *i > i and stressed *u > u, as in *wa-baṭṭílū > ַּוב ִּ֫טלּו
‘and they stopped (m.)’ (Ezra 4:23), *wa-yisgúd > ‘ וְ יִ ְס ֻּג֑דand he prostrates himself (pause)’
(Dan. 3:6). Different reflexes even occur in the same forms, as in *yitʕabíd > ‘ יִ ְתעֲ ֵבדit will be
made (m.)’ (Ezra 6:11, 7:23, Dan. 3:29) besides ‘ יִ ְת ֲע ִ ֑בדidem (pause)’ (Ezra 6:12, 7:21).
As the last example illustrates, there is some correlation between pausal (i.e. sentence-final)
position and the reflex of *i as i (Bauer & Leander 1927: § 5e–k). Unlike the Biblical Hebrew
phenomenon of pausal lengthening, however, no rule like ‘*i > i in pausa, > e elsewhere’ can
be formulated; there are too many exceptions. DeCaen (2004) tries to salvage this approach
by expanding the definition of pausal forms and introducing the concept of a “pausal phrase”.
Thus, for instance, ‘ ַּת ִּדקit will crush (f.)’ (Dan. 2:40) is said to occur in a pausal phrase since
it is “phrased together with the word bearing major pause” (DeCaen 2004: 218, emphasis in

10 But see Kantor’s (2017) convincing arguments for a qualitative difference between these vowels and long
/ē/ and /ō/ in the Hexaplaric pronunciation. I agree that short /e/ and /o/ probably had more lax pronunciations,
whether [ɪ] and [ʊ], as he suggests, or some other values, such as [ɛ], [ɔ] (parallel to the reflexes of long and
short *ē̆ and *ō̆ as [eː] vs. [ɛ] and [oː] vs. [ɔ] in German and Dutch). If /e/ was phonetically [ɛ], I find it easier to
understand its spelling with Greek ε [ɛ], which is also used to transcribe Hebrew [ɛː] (Kantor 2017: 294–301),
not with ι [i].
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o riginal), as indicated by the cantillation signs. But given his later remark that “minor pause
[i.e. sentence-internal pauses] may be sufficient to project a pausal phrase” (DeCaen 2004: 222),
emphasis in original), I do not understand where we should ever expect e, since every word
occurs in a prosodic phrase ending in a pause. Even so, this account leaves a fair number of
exceptions unexplained, so an alternative explanation would be preferable.
The irregularity in the reflexes of stressed *i and *u suggests that we are not dealing with
an outcome of sound change. Rather, some other process may be at work. Two considerations
may point us in the right direction. First, we are dealing with sounds (short *i and *u) that no
longer occur in stressed position in Biblical Hebrew (having shifted to *e and *o). And second,
the Biblical Aramaic changes of *i > e and *u > o are limited to closed syllables, the same environment where we see these reflexes in Biblical Hebrew. In open syllables, Biblical Hebrew
shifted the stress away from short vowels, which were subsequently reduced, as in *kabídū >
*kābǝdū́ > ‘ ּכָ ְבדּוthey were heavy’, *ʕamúqū > *ʕāmǝqū́ > ‘ עָ ְמקּוthey were deep’. As this stress
shift did not affect Biblical Aramaic (see § 3.4 below), *i and *u were preserved in this position,
and here we always find i and u, as in *haddíqū > ‘ ַה ִ ּ֑דקּוthey (m.) crushed (pause)’ (Dan. 6:25),
*šbúqū > ‘ ְׁש ֻ֫בקּוleave (m.pl.)’ (Ezra 6:7). This suggests that the varying reflexes in Biblical
Aramaic result from phonological adaptation to Biblical Hebrew. When the Aramaic texts were
incorporated into the Hebrew Bible, readers started applying Hebrew phonology to them; even
though Aramaic was more dominant in daily life, the fact that Biblical Aramaic only makes up
about 1 percent of the Hebrew Bible would have motivated the adaptation of the Aramaic texts
to Hebrew phonology rather than vice versa. Since this Hebrew phonology lacked short *i and
*u, the closest approximations were used instead: *e and *o in unstressed syllables, *ī and *ū in
open, stressed syllables, and either reflex in closed, stressed syllables. The greater frequency of
i-reflexes in pause can be attributed to the phonetic lengthening that affects phrase-final vowels
in all languages (Wightman et al. 1992: 1710). This would have made Aramaic *i and *u in this
position more similar to Hebrew *ī and *ū.
3.2 Diphthongs
The Proto-Northwest-Semitic diphthong *ay, which is more common in our corpus than its
counterpart *aw, also shows different behaviour in Biblical Aramaic and Biblical Hebrew. In
Hebrew, it was contracted to *ē in non-final syllables and preserved in final syllables (Suchard
2016a: 140–148).11 In Biblical Aramaic, we find a higher proportion of *ay being preserved
(Bauer & Leander 1927: § 9i–o), as in ‘ ַּ֫ביִ תhouse’, ‘ ַּביְ ָתאthe house’, ‘ ַּביְ ֵתּהhis house’, but ֵּבית
‘house (construct)’; ‘ ַ֫חי ִלstrength’, ‘ ַחיְלֵּהhis strength’, but ‘ חֵילstrength (construct)’. These cases
of preserved word-internal *ay contrast with other words where it was contracted, as in ֵחיוָ ה
‘animal’ and, with further assimilation to ɛ before the following å, ‘ ֲע ֫ ֶלינָ אon us’. In these latter
cases, *ay could not have been analogically restored, but this could have taken place in the
former examples. Word-internally, contraction thus appears to be the regular development. The
main position in which we find *ay preserved where it cannot be analogical is in the final syllable
of a phonological word. Thus, it seems like the same rule affected both Hebrew and pre-Biblical
Aramaic: word-internal *ay was contracted to *ē, while *ay was retained in final syllables. In
Aramaic, however, *ay was more frequently restored by analogies like *kásp ‘silver’ : *kaspā́
11 Instances of preserved word-internal ay, as in ‘ ֫ ַליְ ָלהnight’, are analogical to forms where the diphthong occurred in the final syllable at the time of contraction.
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‘the silver’ = *báyt ‘house’ : *baytā́ ‘the house’.12 Together with the epigraphic evidence for
early contraction of *ay in Hebrew (Zevit 1980), the fact that these secondary diphthongs in
Biblical Aramaic were not contracted suggests that the contraction took place separately in the
two languages, rather than being a shared sound change in the reading tradition.
The apparent reflexes of *ay as a and å in the pronominal suffixes on plural nouns seem
to result from a morphological change, not a sound change. The contraction of *ay to *ē in
‘ ְּת ֵריןtwo (m.)’ and in first-person singular III-y perfects like ‘ ֲהוֵ יתI was’ seems to be a ProtoAramaic development, since it is reflected in all dialects (Bauer & Leander 1927: § 9n–o).
Finally, the retention of *ay in second-person III-y perfect forms like ‘ ֲהוַ יְ ָתyou (m.sg.) were’ <
*hawáytā could be analogical to forms with the short version of the second-person masculine
perfect ending, *hawáyta > *hawáyt, where the diphthong would have been preserved.13
3.3 Word-final *-ē > *-ɛ̄
In Hebrew, word-final *-ē was lowered to *-ɛ̄, as in *yebnē > ‘ ְיִבנֶ הhe will build’. This sound
change did not affect Biblical Aramaic, as in ‘ יִ ְת ְּבנֵ אit will be built’.
3.4 Vowel length and position of the stress
As was most influentially noted by Cantineau (1931), both Hebrew and Aramaic reflect a stress
system where the originally penultimate syllable of every phonological word was accented.
Both languages subsequently underwent various stress shifts. Those affecting Aramaic are
discussed by Birkeland (1940: 1–4); for the more complex history of Hebrew accentuation,
see Suchard (2016a: 100–113). One pervasive change that affected Hebrew (but not Aramaic)
shifted the stress from short vowels in open syllables to the following syllable: thus, we find
*ʔamárū ‘they (m.) said’ > Biblical Hebrew  ָא ְמרּוversus Biblical Aramaic  ֲא ַ֫מרּו. Hebrew short
vowels were also lengthened in many environments, conditioned by the stress; Aramaic did not
participate in these lengthening changes.14
3.5 *y > ʔ
In the qre of Biblical Aramaic, etymological *y has mostly shifted to ʔ between *ā and a stressed
vowel, as in *qāyím > ‘ ָק ֵאםstands (m.sg.)’, *kaśdāyḗ > ( ּכַ ְׂש ָד ֵיאqre ‘ )כשדאיthe Chaldeans’,

12 This may have been motivated by the prominent role of the emphatic state (i.e. the form of the noun with the
suffixed article). In Hebrew, the suffixed forms of the noun are semantically close to the construct state, since
both indicate possession. In Aramaic, however, the emphatic state could transparently be formed by attaching the
suffix *-ā to the absolute state, which would facilitate the spread of the preserved diphthong. This would then
provide a model for the preserved diphthong to be reintroduced into other suffixed forms of the noun.
13 The different behaviour of Proto-Northwest-Semitic first-person singular *hawaytu > Proto-Aramaic *hawḗt
and second-person masculine singular *hawayta > *hawáyt is due to the longer preservation of word-final *-a
than word-final *-u in Proto-Aramaic. This different behaviour can be seen from the preservation of the feminine
suffix -t in adverbs, originally accusatives: *raḥmata > rḥmt ‘as a gift’ (Hoftijzer & Jongeling 1995 s.v. rḥmh1), but
nominative *raḥmatu > *raḥmat > *raḥmā ‘love’ with loss of word-final *-t after stressed vowels preceding the
loss of *-a. It may also explain the different behaviour of the triphthongs in III-wy roots: *banaya > *banā ‘he has
built’, but *yibnayu > *yibnay > *yibnē ‘he builds’ with loss of *-u before triphthong contraction. However, this
may also be due to the different behaviour of triphthongs in *-a versus those in *-u, as in Hebrew (Suchard 2016b).
14 The occasional instances of pausal lengthening in Biblical Aramaic have been explained as Hebraisms, which
seems plausible.
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*rabīʕāyā́ > ( ְר ִביעָ יָ הqre ‘ )רביעאהfourth (f.sg.)’. This change did not affect Biblical Hebrew, as
in ‘ ָעיֵ ףweary (m.sg.)’.
4. CONCLUSION
We can clearly distinguish between sound changes that affected both Biblical Hebrew and
Biblical Aramaic and ones that are limited to one language. As predicted, the latest sound
changes, only just antedating the Masoretic period, are found in both of the Hebrew Bible’s
languages. In the relative chronology given in Suchard (2016a: 276–283), the latest Hebrew
sound changes which clearly did not affect Biblical Aramaic are (5(a)i) (the stress shift of § 3.4)
and (5(c)ii) (major pausal lengthening); all of the following changes occur in both languages,
where this is visible. This matches the assessment that “the changes in (5–8) predominantly
seem to have affected the reading tradition (first millennium ce)” (Suchard 2016a: 276).
By cancelling out the effects of these sound changes on Biblical Aramaic, we can reverse
engineer the original forms. Based on comparison with other Aramaic dialects and Semitic
languages, this allows us to reconstruct the pronunciation of the Biblical Aramaic texts as they
were pronounced at the time the reading tradition was fixed. To give an indication of what that
may have sounded like, compare the following reconstruction of Dan. 7:7:
Masoretic Text:
יפא יַ ִ֗ת ָירא וְ ִש ַ֨ניִ ן ִ ֽדי־
ָ ֜ ימ ָת ִ֨ני וְ ַת ִק
ְ (ק רביעאה) ְד ִח ָיל ֩ה וְ ֵ ֽא
ׄ יע ָ֡יה
ָ אתר ְדנָ ֩ה ָח ֵ֨זה ֲה ֵ ֜וית ְב ֶחזְ ֵו֣י ֵ ֽל ְיל ָ֗יא וַ ֲא ֣רּו ֵח ָיו֣ה ְ ֽר ִב
֣ ַ ָב
ל־חיוָ ָת ֙א ִ ֣די ָ ֽק ָד ַ֔מיּה וְ ַק ְר ַנ�֥יִ ן
ֽ ֵ ן־כ
ָ (ק ברגלה) ָר ְפ ָ ֑סה וְ ִ ֣היא ְמ ַשנְ ָ֗יה ִמ
ׄ ּוש ָא ָ ֖רא ְב ַרגְ ַל֣יּה
ְ ּומ ֱד ָ ֔קה
ַ ַפ ְר ֶ ֥זל ַל ּ֙ה ַר ְב ְר ָ֔בן ָ ֽא ְכ ָל֣ה
ֲע ַ ֖שר ַ ֽלּה׃

Reconstructed pronunciation:
*bātár dinā́ ḥāzḗ hawḗt bi-ḥizawē lēlayā́ wa-ʔarū́ ḥēwā́ rabīʕāʔā́ daḥīlā́ wa-ʔēmatānī́ wa-taqqīpā́
yattī́ rā wa-šinnáyn dī parzíll lah rabrabā́ n. ʔākilā́ wa-maddiqā́ wa-šaʔārā́ bi-ragláh rāsipā́ . wa-hī
mašannayā́ min kull ḥēwātā́ dī qudāmáh wa-qarnáyn ʕasár lah.
Translation:
After this, I saw a fourth animal in night visions, frightening and terrifying and exceedingly strong;
it had great teeth of iron. It devoured and crushed and it trod the remainder with its feet. It was
different from all the animals before it and it had ten horns.

Like many verses in the Biblical Aramaic corpus, the one reconstructed here shows some
differences between the received pronunciation, as reflected by the vocalization and qere notes,15
and the consonantal text (or ketiv). In Daniel 7:7, this is exemplified by *rabīʕāʔā́ ‘fourth
(f.sg.)’, spelled ( רביעיהwith yod for pronounced ʔ), and *bi-ragláh ‘with its feet’, spelled ברגליה
(with a yod that does not match anything in the pronunciation); note also *qudāmáh ‘before
it’, similarly spelled קדמיה, where no separate qere is indicated, but the Masora marks the yod
as superfluous (marginal note: )יתיר י. Since none of the changes we have identified as having
taken place in the reading tradition account for the presence of a glottal stop in the adjectival
suffix of the first word or the contraction of the diphthong in the personal suffix of the second
15 For the most recent discussion of the function and origin of the qere notes, see Fox 2017. Fox convincingly
argues that the qere notes were most likely intended for the copyists, alerting them to a likely misspelling of the
consonantal text. Pace Fox, who does not believe that these forms reflect an oral tradition, I agree with Morrow’s
(1992) arguments that they specifically warn against misspellings based on the reading tradition that scribes
were familiar with (as the name qre, ‘it is read’, already suggests). A note like that found with ‘fourth (f.sg.)’ in
Dan. 7:7 should then be interpreted as ‘רביעיה: sic, even though it is read as ’רביעאה.
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(and third) word, these features must be reconstructed for the pronunciation as it was codified
in the reading tradition. Here, as more generally, we find morphological differences between
the oldest pronunciation of Biblical Aramaic and the consonantal text. The implications of this
consistent mismatch between the Biblical Aramaic reading tradition and the consonantal text
remain to be discussed at another time.
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